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Abstract 

Institutional repositories have spread in universities where they provide services for recording, 

distributing, and preserving the institution's intellectual output. 

When the Lausanne “academic server”, named SERVAL, was launched at the end of 2008, the Faculty 

of Biology and Medicine addressed from the outset the issue of quality of metadata. Accuracy is 

fundamental since research funds are allocated on the basis of the statistics and indicators provided by 

the repository. The Head of faculty also charged the medical library to explore different ways to 

measure and assess the research output. 

The first step for the Lausanne university medical library was to implement the PubMed and the Web 

of Science web services to easily extract clean bibliographic information from the databases directly 

into the repository. 

Now the medical library is testing other web services (from CrossRef, Web of Science, etc.) to 

generate quantitative data on research impact mainly. The approach is essentially based on citation 

linking. 

Although the utility of citation and bibliometric evaluation is still debated, the most prevalent output 

measures used for research evaluation are still those based on citation analysis. Even when a new 

scientific evaluation indicator is proposed, such as h-index, we can always see its link with citation. 

Additionally, the results of a new indicator are often compared with citation analysis. The presentation 

will review the web services which might be used in institutional repositories to collect and aggregate 

citation information for the researchers’ publications.  
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Introduction 

When the Lausanne institutional repository, named SERVAL (http://serval.unil.ch), was planned 

during the year 2007, the Faculty of Biology and Medicine (FBM) emphasized from the outset the 

importance of metadata quality. To face this legitimate concern, the repository project team, which 

included representatives from the university medical library, resolved to rely as much as possible on 

standardized information and authority files. It was principally decided to integrate and exploit the 

unique identifiers generated by scientific publishers and databases producers. Three main providers 

were analyzed: CrossRef for the Digital Object Identifier (DOI), National Library of Medicine for the 

PubMed Identifier (PMID) and Thomson Reuters for the Web of Science (WoS) Unique identifier 

(UT). It was assumed that these numbers and codes, associated with automated services, would 

facilitate the regular transfer and update of external reliable metadata into the local repository.  

Besides, the quality concern expressed by the Faculty was linked to another request addressed, not to 

the repository project team, but directly to the medical library. The Head of Faculty mandated the 

library to study how to perform metric analysis using the data gathered in the repository.  

The aim was to use the deposited records in order to assess the publication activity of the FBM 

research community, at both group and individual level. As scientific publication represents a 

significant part of the research process and output, this assessment is fundamental for research funds 

allocation, grants decisions, policy making and individual promotion.  

Until now, the evaluation process performed at the FBM would usually take into account various 

criteria: 

 Number of publications over time 

 Impact factors (IF) of the journals which the researcher has published in, provided by 

Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports® (JCR). A journal's IF is the ratio between the 

number of current year citations and the source items published in that journal during the 

previous two years(1). 

 Research Production Unit (RPU): indicator derived from the journal IF and pondered by 

domain in order to increase the homogeneity of subfields. It's calculated with the formula RPU 

= 10(1 - e
(-IF/x)

) "where IF is the impact factor of the journal and x the mean IF for the subfield 

in which the journal belongs"(2). 

 IF and RPU pondered with the type of publication (letters, reviews and case reports have 

less weight than original articles) and with the degree of contribution (is the researcher 

ranked first? last? or in the middle?). 

In 2005, Hirsh published his seminal article about the h-index and this new indicator received a great 

attention from the research community. According to Hirsch, a scientist has index h if h of his or her 

papers have at least h citations each and the other papers have h citations or less(3). 

With the h-index, the quality of output is measured using citations counts at article level. The 

Lausanne FBM rapidly recognized the h-index as a simple yet sound estimator of the research output 

of individual. The mandate for the library was to analysis how to include the h-index calculation 

among other indicators by making use of the metadata stored in the repository. 

http://serval.unil.ch/
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Background 

The SERVAL deposit workflow was planned to rely to a large extent on the commitment of end-users. 

The challenge was to assist the creation of records in order to help the submission process and to 

ensure a high level of data quality. It was intended to reduce typing errors or multiple key strokes, such 

as the tedious « copy/paste » combination. The repository project team started to analyze possible 

sources of reliable biomedical metadata that could be incorporated into the repository. 

In the scientific field, clean, authoritative and accurate bibliographic datasets are available from 

various providers: bibliographic databases, cited reference-enhanced systems, publishers' sites, library 

catalogs, controlled lists and repertories. These different platforms usually facilitate data transfer and 

integration into local systems, through many channels and applications. Among the current 

technologies available are:  

 Export functions: mainly designed to push a set of records into personal reference software 

that supports various standards (RIS, MEDLINE, BibTeX, etc.) and that can generate files for 

upload into local applications such as repositories. 

 Open URLs and Link resolvers which allow pushing a single record into an entry form on a 

target server. 

 Web services technology that appeared more recently and that can be used for a lot of 

applications: single record creation and completion, batch input routines, mashups, etc. 

 

Fig. 1 The metadata acquisition techniques tested in SERVAL 
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These technical features were not equally supplied by all providers. Very early on, during the study 

process, the technical features offered by PubMed were analyzed. PubMed, produced by the National 

Library of Medicine (NLM) in the United States, represents one of the largest biomedical 

bibliographic databases in the public domain. It presently indexes more than four thousand 

international medical journals. For each publication, the database gives access to a wide range of raw 

data: complete list of authors, affiliation for the first author, abstract, publication type, ISSNs, DOI, 

etc. In 2002, NLM enhanced the functionalities of the Entrez search engine and the Application 

Program Interface (API) called E-Utilities. Combined with the AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and 

XML) technology, those web services turn out to be particularly efficient and can be implemented in 

the user environment or front-ends in order to assist the researchers at the metadata point of entry, 

filling in automatically the bibliographic metadata fields on the repository web form. In consequence, 

it was easy to choose PubMed as one the main source of metadata for SERVAL. 

Unfortunately, the NLM model in facilitating a direct transfer of bibliographic information into local 

servers was not immediately followed by the other major commercial providers of STM resources, 

such as Thomson Reuters and Elsevier. In 2004, the citation-enhanced database SCOPUS was 

launched by Elsevier with some embryonic web service. In 2009 only, the year SERVAL was 

launched, Thomson Reuters changed attitude, and developed web services and far-reaching online 

tools facilitating the access of the Web of Science (WoS) content, allowing their data to be easily 

integrated into a custom application such as a repository. 

For those journals not incorporated in PubMed, WoS or SCOPUS, the CrossRef database also offers a 

web service that can be used by the libraries without cost. 

Taking all these characteristics into consideration, the SERVAL project team took three steps to assist 

the metadata creation of biomedical references in the repository so as to ensure a high level of quality 

and the inclusion of a maximum of identifiers, guarantee for an optimal re-use of the metadata for 

present and future needs like research assessment or bibliometrics. 

 

Promoting the use of web services to automatically populate the repository 

When connected to a personal account, the researcher calls the record entry form. Then he can fill it, 

just by typing in the PubMed, Web of Science, or CrossRef unique identifier, respectively called 

PMID, UT and DOI. This technique is recommended during training and tuition of end-users. 

In the background, the system makes an AJAX callback to the web service corresponding to the 

identifier, parses the XML response sent by the provider and then it filters and maps metadata fields 

prior to introduction into the repository(4). 

Of course, this solution means that the researcher has looked up for the relevant identifiers before he 

starts capturing the external content and pulls the records directly into a personal account. Concerning 

single-item deposit, the alternative is to use the link resolver, which is implemented in the major 

databases and can “push” the main fields of the references directly into the repository web form. But in 

many cases, the link resolver solution is poorer in terms of metadata that can be transferred through the 

OpenURL format. As a matter of fact, the OpenURL specification is intended to identify the resource 

and not to carry the secondary data like abstract, keywords, complete list of authors, authors address, 

etc. Finally, manual entry is used only for those publications that cannot be retrieved from 

international abstracting and indexing (A&I) databases. 
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Implementing alerts and batch imports 

It was also decided that repository staff will carry out deposit on behalf of the departments and authors. 

Under the medical library supervision, regular batch imports of bibliographic records from 

authoritative external biomedical databases are performed. Publications of the FBM research 

community are identified through alerts placed on PubMed and Web of Science. The search terms 

include variations of affiliation denominations. WoS yields more records as the database includes the 

affiliations for all the authors. Every week, batches of records are entered by the repository content 

managers after a rapid analysis of the coherence of the retrieved set. Of course, the inconsistencies of 

the affiliation designations submitted by the authors to the journals may affect the publications 

recognition. Indeed, the bibliographic systems derive the institution addresses from information 

harvested from the publishers’ sites. The FBM research office regularly gives instructions and 

recommendations concerning a standardization of the affiliation, but the local researchers are not very 

respectful of these guidelines(5). 

Each record entered by the content managers at the institution level has to be attributed to one (or 

many) research unit(s), and to one (or many) faculty researcher(s), depending on the internal 

collaborations that took place for the production of the paper. This process is assisted by a 

standardized proposition list, but author disambiguation needs a human intervention so as to attribute 

the publication to the right person(s) working in the right service(s). 

 

A collaborative approach to metadata control 

To sum up, the SERVAL policy promotes a mediated deposit: the authors and the library staff can 

upload or enter records, but there is a validation on both sides. Academics have to approve (or decline) 

lists of references attributed to them after a batch import. A library staff member, appointed as 

repository administrator, has to validate the metadata deposited by the authors. Among control tools, 

SERVAL offers an automatic detection of duplicates, audit trails of changes, and reporting 

applications to keep track of the modifications for each record.  

This collaboration between managers, administrator and end-users has to be patiently built trough 

training sessions, meetings and guidelines and is not always as smooth as could be expected. It is not 

always clear for the researchers, why they should ensure that correct metadata are stored for them in 

the repository. 

Objective 

As a result of the workflow described above, the collected records generate fairly standardized and 

controlled lists of publications for the different members of the research community. The logic step 

forward is to analyze if these consolidated data available in the repository would provide an adequate 

basis to perform quantitative measures and bibliometrics. The faculty research department mandated 

the medical library to explore the new ways that can improve the current methods of bibliometric 

analysis and to add citations counts into the metadata used to compare the faculty staff. The current 

assessment process is divided into two parts: 
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1. General indicators of the institutional research output: The publications lists are harvested 

from SERVAL and added to the faculty administration management tool (ADIFAC). This tool 

can merge the publications data with the journals IF information and calculate the research 

trends across the time for the whole faculty, down to the research unit level. 

2. Personal indicators at the individual level: bibliometric reports are produced both for internal 

promotion and for evaluation of external candidates' applications. The bibliometric analysis is 

run by the faculty research evaluation unit, with the help of the medical library. Only the 

publications of the last 5years are evaluated. As already mentioned in the introduction, the 

evaluation process takes into account various criteria (IF, RPU, etc.). The results are then used 

to benchmark the faculty staff or external candidates, comparing them with the average data of 

people in the same domain (clinicians, fundamental researchers or psychiatrists) and with the 

same professional level. 

 

Fig. 2 A bibliometric benchmark at the FBM 

At the moment, the two kinds of assessment are using only one kind of external "scale value", even 

though it's weighted and normalized by some mechanisms. This scale, derived from the Impact Factor 

(IF), measures only the importance of a selected group of journals. There are a lot of journals without 

IF or in the pipeline, expecting to enter into the club like many Open Access journals. 

There are two alternatives to the IF: the SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) indicator(6) and the Source 

Normalized Impact per Paper (SNIP)(7).  

Based in the Google PageRank algorithm that takes care of the structure of the citations maps (some 

citations are more valuable than others), the SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) measures the visibility of 
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the journals contained in the SCOPUS database but it takes into account only the articles published 

after 1996. The SJR is supported by Elsevier and their database SCOPUS, the principal competitor of 

Thomson Reuters Web of Science. In contrary to the JCR, the SCImago database is entirely free and 

people can download the complete list(6). 

Created at CTWS, University of Leiden, by Professor Henk Moed, the Source Normalized Impact per 

Paper (SNIP) "measures contextual citation impact by weighting citations based on the total number of 

citations in a subject field. The impact of a single citation is given higher value in subject areas where 

citations are less likely, and vice versa"(8). 

Some statistical criticisms persist concerning the three systems, IF, SJR and SNIP, since they all give 

an average or probabilistic hope of citations for all the papers of a journal. In fact, some studies have 

shown that in most cases 20% of papers takes the 80% of citations(9). In consequence, a high impact 

or prestigious journal can be the distorted result of many citations of a few papers rather than the 

average level of the majority. In this respect, the IF has a limited value as an objective measure of 

individual papers(10). The measurement of research performance at the level of the individual scientist 

remains problematic and requires a new kind of metrics. 

Among these new metrics, the h-index proposed in 2005 by Hirsch(3), drew a great deal of interest 

within the research community. In 2006, Egghe introduces the g-index, an improvement of the h-index 

taking into account the global citation performance of a set of articles: "g is the largest rank (where 

papers are arranged in decreasing order of the number of citations they received) such that the first g 

papers have (together) at least g
2 

citations"(11). Both indicators requires a citedness score for each 

individual record and could only be derived from a large cited reference-enhanced database like Web 

of Science, SCOPUS or Google Scholar. They are very difficult to integrate it in a management tool or 

database because they are expected to move, the citation counts changes over time! 

Method 

The experience acquired implementing bibliographic metadata acquisition in the repository has helped 

to follow the path, now seeking to integrate bibliometric information with the repository metadata via 

the web services. This method allows calculating the number of citations per publication, the h-index 

and the g-index of a researcher of the faculty on the fly. 

The first step was to identify and compare the different bibliographic resources containing citation 

information that can be consumed trough a web services protocol. 

 

Web of Science (http://www.isiknowledge.com) 

Web of Science (WoS), the Thomson Reuters citation enhanced database is historically the first, and 

still the largest bibliographic database of its kind with 12'000 journals, 46 millions of master records 

and more than 750 millions of cited references from 1900 till now(12). Institute for Scientific 

Information, now called Thomson Reuters, pioneered citation analysis tools with its databases and the 

calculation of the impact factor for the journals. It still offers information that complements other 

databases, in terms of journal coverage and information capture. Among the major characteristics of 

WoS are, on the one hand, a multi-valued affiliation field (in comparison to PubMed which only 

signals the first author affiliation) and, on the other hand, a citation count for each record. 
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Three web services have been launched in 2009 by Thomson Reuters: the "ISI Web of Knowledge 

Web Services"(13), the "Article Match Retrieval Service (AMR)"(14), and an OpenURL resolver. 

They are all earmarked for subscriber institutions (IP authentication). In Switzerland all universities 

have been subscribing for many years. 

The "ISI Web of Knowledge Web Services" is the complete version, it returns rich metadata in XML 

to different queries but it's quite complex to configure and needs SOAP advanced skills. On the 

opposite, the light version LAMR proved to be good choice for the purpose sought in Lausanne: 

simple to implement (only a HTTP POST form to configure), flexible, including advanced query 

options. Besides, it returns the essential information needed to calculate the h-index(15): 

 Citation counts 

 Web of science unique identifier "UT". This identifier can be used in combination with the 

complete version of the web service to retrieve the rest of the metadata. 

 URLs to make deep links to the master record and to the "cited by" references into Web of 

science 

 

Fig. 3 The WoS Article Match Retrieval Web Service response 

These new retrieval functions imply a major breakthrough for those wanting to enrich the metadata of 

local repositories and to perform bibliometric evaluation for an institution. Thomson still retains a 

competitive advantage over the new competitors: Elsevier with SCOPUS and Google with Scholar for 

example(16). However, the implementation of the Web of Science API reveals that some metadata are 

not easy to capture. For example the ISSN is always missing in the complete XML file. Besides, the 

list of publication types implemented in the system is not suitable for the Lausanne FBM evaluation 

needs. Different databases imply different granularity and types of metadata. For example, the two 

systems (PubMed and WoS) use different document type categories with only a few in common 

(article, review, and letter are the most important types that are shared). 
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SCOPUS (http://www.scopus.com) 

In 2004, Elsevier launched SCOPUS, a huge database with bibliometric functionalities able to compete 

with Web of Science. SCOPUS index the content of 18’000 titles (including more than 1’200 Open 

Access journals), 350 book series and 3.6 millions of conference papers, so near to 40 million records 

at the moment(17). The information about citations concerns only the records after 1996 (20 million, 

78% with references). The other half (20 million of pre-1996 records) was captured without references 

and go back as far as 1823. 

Very early on, SCOPUS offered a web service with a free version of their API(18) including citation 

counts. Some metadata elements like the abstract or the complete list of authors are available only for 

the subscribing institutions (the University of Lausanne does not subscribe at the moment). The free 

version of the API requires a key in order to authenticate all the queries. This API key can be obtained 

registering onto the SCOPUS web site. Each key can be used only from a single web site but 5 

different keys are delivered at no cost. 

After 5 years, this web service has not developed significantly and the documentation of the API is not 

substantial and detailed. For example, the information concerning the different formats of the response 

(XML or JSON) is very poor and the examples can be found only in external blogs(19). The most 

important limitation for people interested in this free version of the web service is that the non 

subscriber institutions can only make 10 requests by minute. However, the query possibilities are very 

large and the web service returns also the citation counts allowing the calculation of the h-index(20): 

 Citation counts 

 URL to make a deep link to the reference into SCOPUS  

 

Fig. 4 The SCOPUS Web service request and response 

 

PubMed (http://www.pubmed.org) and PubMed Central (http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov) 

NLM was a pioneer in many fields and the web services development is no exception. NLM was one 

of the first database producers offering a set of innovative public APIs, the "Entrez Programming 

Utilities"(21) which are different tools providing automated retrieval options for Entrez databases data, 

free for all and very well documented. There are different PubMed and PubMed Central Web services 

that could be used for a lot of projects. For example, the “ESearch” web service can run a complex 

query and then retrieve the PubMed Identifiers (PMIDs) of the documents returned. Then we can 
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operate the “EFetch” or “ESummary” utilities to obtain all the metadata in a machine readable format 

like XML.  

The creation of PubMed Central Open archive in February 2000 brings a new dimension to the 

metadata stored in the PubMed database. In fact, the bibliographies of papers deposited in the archive 

began to be accessible and searchable. Now, many of the two millions of articles stored in PMC gives 

the kind of information that can be exploited by the bibliometrics methods. For example, the EFetch 

Web service can be use with PubMed Central identifier (PMCID) and then it delivers the metadata and 

the full text of the article in a XML format(22). At the moment there is no web service in PMC 

returning explicitly the citations counts for a given identifier like WoS or SCOPUS but this number 

can be obtained by parsing the XML results of a query that returns all the PMIDs of papers citing a 

given document: 

 

Fig. 5 The PubMed Web service request and response with the identifiers of Pubmed Central articles citing a given PMID 

 

Citebase (http://www.citebase.org) 

"Citebase Search is a semi-autonomous citation index for the free, online research literature. It harvests 

pre- and post- prints (most authors self-archived) from OAI-PMH compliant archives, parses and links 

their references and indexes the metadata in a search engine"(23). 

This database covers mostly physics, mathematics, information science, and biomedical papers 

published by BioMed Central or archived in PubMed Central. It was associated with ArXiv in order to 

provide metrics for citations, links and downloads of the ArXiv material. 

Like PubMed Central, the data are accessible through an OAI interface (http://citebase.eprints.org/cgi-

bin/oai2) and if the identifier of a publication is known (it could be the PubMed Central or BioMed 

Central identifier), then the complete metadata are available in several XML formats including the list 

of identifiers for the papers citing the publication. 
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Fig. 6 The Citebase Web service XML request and response with citation information 

 

CiteSeer
x
 (http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu) 

This computer and information science digital library is also an innovative and experimental platform 

providing new citation analysis methods and algorithms to parse bibliographies of the PDF documents 

founded on the web.  

Like other Open Archives it can be explored using the OAI-PMH protocol. If the internal identifier of 

a document is picked out (unlike Citebase, external identifiers like PMCID cannot be used), then all 

the metadata in an XML format can be obtained, including the identifiers of the documents citing it. 

 

Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com) 

Google Scholar could represent a serious alternative, only if the sources accessed by Google become 

more transparent and reliable. At the moment, despite the high demand, there's no web service and any 

effort to filter the HTML response of Google Scholar in order to extract the citation counts are blocked 

by Google very quickly. It is possible to use a Firefox extension(24) or the Publish or Perish (PoP) 

software(25) in order to compare the h-index of Web of Science and SCOPUS with the Google 

Scholar h-index(26). 
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CrossRef (http://www.crossref.org) 

CrossRef aims are to be the "citation linking backbone for all scholarly information in electronic 

form". In that sense and through CrossRef Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) they have built one of the 

largest bibliographic metadata databases in the world (40 millions of DOIs registered at present). But 

CrossRef is also a "collaborative reference linking service that functions as a sort of digital 

switchboard. It holds no full text content, but rather effects linkages, which are tagged to article 

metadata supplied by the participating publishers. The end result is an efficient, scalable linking 

system through which a researcher can click on a reference citation in a journal and access the cited 

article"(27). 

In 2004, CrossRef and Atypon launched "CrossRef forward linking", a service that allows publishers 

members of CrossRef to know if their publications are being cited and to incorporate that information 

directly into their online publication platforms. This service is free of charge for the publishers but, "in 

order to participate, there is an important quid-pro-quo: in order to discover what publications cite your 

content, you must in turn submit metadata listing the works that your publications cite"(28). 

The metadata and the identifiers of bibliography citations can be included in the process of a DOI 

deposit. This means that CrossRef has entered into the market of citations counts and “who cites who”. 

They could potentially threaten the two major reference-enhanced databases: Web of Science and 

SCOPUS. At the moment, this information remains confidential and only publishers' members can 

partially make use of them. It could be an outstanding step if this information became accessible for 

the academic libraries community and could be accessed via web services. Only then, CrossRef 

citation counts and links to citing articles could be included in the academic repositories.  

There are a lot of other bibliographic databases or Open Archives including bibliometric information 

or citation counts: RePEc, CINHAL, PsycINFO, PROLA, etc. Unfortunately their content is too 

limited and the citation counts are insufficient to calculate the h-index(29). 

 

The essential role of identifiers: ISSN, ISBN, DOI, PMID, PMCID and UT 

The assessments run in Lausanne FBM are based on matching the publication metadata with the IF of 

the journal given by the ISI Journal of Citation Report (JCR). Unfortunately, the web service allows to 

query the JCR database by ISSN but returns only the URL of the deep link to the Impact Factor Trend, 

instead of the IF himself. Therefore the IF has to be taken out of an internal database containing the 

data of the last edition of the JCR CD-ROM. 

The ISSNs introduced in SERVAL, usually imported from external databases like PubMed, facilitates 

this operation, but sometimes the ISSNs are different since each database chooses the ISSN version 

judged convenient. Usually, JCR takes the ISSN attached to the print version but PubMed has chosen 

the ISSN of the version used in the indexing process. Presently, the electronic version ISSN is retained 

by PubMed in the most cases. Fortunately, PubMed has recently introduced the ISSN linking (ISSN-L) 

as secondary ISSN for the whole database. The ISSN-linking and the ISSN print are usually the same. 

In order to ensure this matching process the whole ISSN table that gives all the ISSN forms for each 

ISSN-L entry has been downloaded from the www.issn.org portal. Then, this information was merged 

with the JCR data and the PubMed list of journal downloaded from 

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/tsd/serials/terms_cond.html. Now this table is used to match the ISSN of the 

SERVAL records with the IF of the journal in the bibliometric process. 

http://www.issn.org/
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/tsd/serials/terms_cond.html
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Fig. 7 the journals table merging the data from WoS and PubMed using the ISSN-L 

The ISBN is also included in SERVAL books metadata and it's very important to retrieve additional 

metadata, cover images or links to the digital version automatically via the Web Services of the 

Library of Congress, WorldCat, Amazon, Google Books Search, etc. This identifier has a minor role in 

the bibliometric analysis of academic publications since evaluation essentially takes into account the 

journal articles. The citations of books are not easily workable. However, some databases, like Google 

Scholar, provide citation counts for books.  

 

Fig. 8 Citation counts of a book in Google Scholar 

 

Fig. 9 Citation counts of a book in web of science 
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Early in 2010, NLM started to introduce metadata for books and books chapters in PubMed. Besides 

NLM collects reference citations for the books in the digital collection called "Book Shelf". Here 

again, the E-Utilities of PubMed and the PMID can retrieve XML format for all the identifiers of the 

books or book chapters citing a given journal article. 

The introduction of the h-index in bibliometric analysis implies obtaining the citation counts for each 

reference introduced in SERVAL. If the different providers are considered, there is only one single 

method to ensure the right match between the repository metadata and the external citation counts: the 

Web Service has to be queried by unique identifier (DOI, UT, PMID, PMCID). Some databases do 

accept queries combining other metadata elements (title + author name + year, journal name + volume 

+ issue + start page, etc.). However this combination must be used only in absence of any identifier or 

in case the first method fails, because the chances of retrieving the right citation are fewer and the 

matching errors are not excluded. 

In the bibliographic academic field, the most important identifier is certainly the DOI. 

Multidisciplinary, this identifier ensures the link to the electronic full text and it is largely included in 

many bibliographic databases. It can also be used as search criteria in most cases. The PMID, though 

limited to the biomedical field, is also widespread, and can be used as search criteria associated with 

the web service of WoS or SCOPUS. However, some systems like Citebase do not recognize it. As a 

matter of fact, the Open Archives or their aggregators accept the OAI-PMH protocol query 

"GetRecord". This method requires the internal identifier of the reference in the original archive so the 

papers archived in PubMed Central can be retrieved with the PMCID and not with the PMID. The 

PMCID is not included in the metadata of many databases or repositories and SERVAL is no 

exception. Yet, it is easy to obtain the PMCID for a given PMID on the fly, using one of the PubMed 

Web Services. A list of PMIDs can also be converted manually using the NLM "PMID to PMCID 

converter" web form (each query is limited to 2000 PMIDs). 

The Web of Science Unique identifier (UT) is essential to extract data from this database with a 

guarantee of 100% match. The tests run in Lausanne revealed that sometimes, a reference included in 

Web of Science has no citation counts because the query by DOI or PMID gives no results. The same 

query by UT would have worked fine but at the moment, in the repository management system, only 

one external database identifier, in addition to the DOI, can be added. In most cases PMID was 

preferred. 

Results 

After some tests of the different databases and Web Services we reached the conclusion that only two 

resources could be used for the inclusion of the h-index in the bibliometric analysis performed in 

Lausanne: Web of Science and SCOPUS. However, the PubMed Central citation counts were also 

included in order to test this new data coming from Open Access documents. 

Each SERVAL record and institutional author publications page has to be enriched with the citedness 

count coming from WoS and SCOPUS. Given that the majority of the biomedical records stored in the 

repository has the PMID and/or DOI, but is often deprived of the WoS identifier, the repository 

metadata with the citation counts have to be merged using the following simple search protocol: 

1. If the SERVAL record has a UT, then it will be used to query Web of Science 
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2. For SCOPUS (and for Web of Science if the SERVAL record doesn't have an UT) use the 

query "[DOI] OR [PMID]" 

3. If the SERVAL record doesn't have any external identifiers, then combine the fields "[Journal] 

AND [Volume] AND [Issue] AND [Start page]" 

4. For PubMed Central, only the PMID is used in the query 

Both databases offer a "light" web service returning the citation counts with the URL to build inbounds 

links 

With the inspiration of some related projects like Bibliosight(30) and Socrates(31), and using the 

information shared by people who try to collect the citation counts to enrich the repository design (e.g. 

http://hub.hku.hk/handle/123456789/44386) or the link resolver main page of a document(32), we had 

designed a prototype using PHP Hypertext Preprocessor, a widely-used and general-purpose scripting 

language, combined with a web form allowing the choice between the 3 citation databases retained. 

 

Fig 10 The Lausanne bibliometric prototype web form 

The system, available at http://www.bium.ch/bibliometrics/, performs the following steps: 

1. Collect the publication list records metadata for an author or a research unit from the 

institutional depository SERVAL 

2. Use the identifiers or the other metadata elements to query each Web Service following the 

search protocol 

3. Parse the responses and extract the citations counts and URLs 

4. Display the publication list with both citation counts for each reference and deep links 

 

http://hub.hku.hk/handle/123456789/44386
http://www.bium.ch/bibliometrics/
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Fig. 11 The SERVAL publication list enhanced with WoS, SCOPUS and PubMed Central citation counts and deep links 

 

5. Create a new dataset taking the highest citation counts for each publication 

6. Calculate several bibliometric indicators for each database and the new dataset: 

 Number and percentage of references retrieved in the database 

 Total sum of the times cited 

 Average of citations per retrieved article 

 Number of publication never cited (citation count = 0) 

 h-index 

 g-index and g/h ratio 

7. Generate a table including the bibliometric indicators and the complete list of publication 

identifiers retrieved from different databases and sorted by the highest citation counts. 
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Fig. 12 The SERVAL publication list converted in a bibliometric table "on the fly" 

 

The advantage of mixing data from WoS, SCOPUS and PubMed Central is that we can take the 

highest citedness score per record and obtain a new kind of metric less sensible to specific 

database errors and shortcomings (10, 33). 
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Conclusion and Future work 

The Web Services offered by reference-enhanced databases are particularly interesting when combined 

with the accuracy of metadata and the comprehensiveness found in the institutional repositories. If the 

Impact Factor or other journal centered metrics usually change on a yearly basis only, the bibliometric 

information like citation counts changes each week and must be renewed. This situation fosters the 

mash-up techniques and the merging of metadata on demand. It allows introducing the h-index in the 

bibliometric research assessment process.  

Higher standardization in the access to the data providers (at the moment only the Open Archives uses 

a standard protocol, the main databases like Web of Science, SCOPUS and PubMed have their own 

system and API) and the increase of the bibliometric information available and delivered in a machine 

readable format (XML or JSON) would improve the efficiency and the interest of the Web Services 

use. 

Currently, rich and accurate metadata can only be retrieved using unique identifiers like DOIs, PMIDs 

and UTs. Those identifiers are the essential pivot between bibliographic databases, Open Archives and 

third part Web Services. It is very important to collect them as soon as possible and as many as 

possible in the institutional repositories and library catalogs. 

Comparing all the bibliometric resources and implementing a technical solution extracting the citations 

counts and making a mash-up with the repository metadata was not easy, if we consider that this is a 

field experiencing big changes with a quickly moving technology. Within one year from now, the 

landscape of the reference-enhanced databases will certainly be different and we must be awake and 

refresh our bibliometric system using the better resources and tools to improve the research assessment 

process in our faculty. 

The next step is to improve the prototype and to adapt it to work with other sources of metadata like 

PubMed with the purpose to make bibliometric analysis of external authors. The inclusion of an 

internal Web Service returning the journal IF for a given ISSN will also be tested.  

The field of researchers’ identifiers develops also very quickly. New possibilities have to be explored, 

particularly those offered by the platforms like ResearcherID (http://www.researcherid.com) or 

ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID, http://www.orcid.org) and the emerging Web services 

specialized in names like the VIAF project (http://www.viaf.org) or the Wikipedia API 

(http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API). The techniques of disambiguation and retrieval of synonyms 

could be really important outside the repository sphere, where the lists are supposed to be 

“homonymous free”.  

At last, we suggest the inclusion of a new metric taking for each reference the highest citedness score 

extracted either from WoS, Scopus or PubMed Central. This would be a mixed data h-index. Anyhow 

the system is flexible and open to the inclusion of new metrics and techniques of normalization 

discussed with the research evaluation unit. 
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